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of Contents10 Key Traits Every Great IT Support Manager Must HaveIntroductionThe role of

an IT support manager is critical in ensuring that an organization’s technology infrastructure is

running smoothly. They are responsible for managing a team of IT support staff, ensuring that

they are providing excellent customer service, and resolving technical issues promptly. To be

successful in this role, an IT support manager must possess specific traits that enable them to

lead their team effectively. In this article, we will discuss ten key traits that every great IT

support manager must have.1. Technical ExpertiseOne of the most critical traits that an IT support

manager must possess is technical expertise. They must have a deep understanding of the

technology infrastructure that they are responsible for managing. This includes knowledge of

hardware, software, networking, and security. Without this technical expertise, an IT support

manager will struggle to lead their team effectively and make informed decisions.Example:A

great example of an IT support manager with technical expertise is John Smith, who manages

the IT support team at XYZ Corporation. John has over ten years of experience in the IT

industry and has a degree in computer science. He has a deep understanding of the

organization’s technology infrastructure and is always up-to-date with the latest trends and

developments in the industry.2. Communication SkillsEffective communication is essential for

any manager, and IT support managers are no exception. They must be able to communicate

technical information to non-technical stakeholders in a way that is easy to understand. They

must also be able to communicate effectively with their team, providing clear instructions and
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feedback.Example:Samantha Lee is an IT support manager at ABC Corporation. She is

known for her excellent communication skills, both with her team and with non-technical

stakeholders. Samantha is always able to explain technical issues in a way that is easy to

understand, and she provides clear instructions to her team, ensuring that they are always on

the same page.An IT support manager must be an effective leader, able to motivate and inspire

their team to achieve their goals. They must be able to set clear expectations, provide feedback,

and create a positive work environment.Example:David Chen is an IT support manager at

DEF Corporation. He is known for his excellent leadership skills, and his team is highly

motivated and productive. David sets clear expectations for his team, provides regular

feedback, and creates a positive work environment that encourages collaboration and

innovation.4. Problem-Solving SkillsIT support managers must be excellent problem-solvers,

able to identify and resolve technical issues quickly and efficiently. They must be able to think

critically and creatively to find solutions to complex problems.Example:Maria Rodriguez is an IT

support manager at GHI Corporation. She is known for her excellent problem-solving skills and

her ability to think outside the box. Maria is always able to find solutions to even the most

complex technical issues, and her team looks up to her for guidance and support.5.

Customer Service SkillsIT support managers must have excellent customer service skills, as

they are responsible for ensuring that their team provides exceptional customer service to internal

and external stakeholders. They must be able to handle difficult situations with tact and

diplomacy, and they must be able to build strong relationships with their

customers.Example:Tom Johnson is an IT support manager at JKL Corporation. He is

known for his excellent customer service skills and his ability to build strong relationships with

his customers. Tom is always willing to go above and beyond to ensure that his customers are

satisfied, and his team follows his lead, providing exceptional customer service at all times.6.

Time Management SkillsIT support managers must be excellent at managing their time, as they

are responsible for overseeing a team of IT support staff and ensuring that technical issues are

resolved promptly. They must be able to prioritize tasks effectively and manage their workload

efficiently.Example:Emily Wong is an IT support manager at MNO Corporation. She is

known for her excellent time management skills and her ability to prioritize tasks effectively.

Emily is always able to manage her workload efficiently, ensuring that her team is productive

and that technical issues are resolved promptly.IT support managers must be adaptable,

able to respond quickly to changes in technology and business needs. They must be able to think

on their feet and adjust their approach as needed.Example:Mark Davis is an IT support



manager at PQR Corporation. He is known for his adaptability and his ability to respond

quickly to changes in technology and business needs. Mark is always up-to-date with the

latest trends and developments in the industry, and he is always looking for ways to improve

his team’s performance.8. Attention to DetailIT support managers must have excellent

attention to detail, as even small mistakes can have significant consequences in the

technology industry. They must be able to identify and correct errors quickly and

efficiently.Example:Sarah Kim is an IT support manager at STU Corporation. She is known for

her excellent attention to detail and her ability to identify and correct errors quickly and

efficiently. Sarah’s team is highly productive, and they rarely make mistakes thanks to her

attention to detail.9. Strategic ThinkingIT support managers must be strategic thinkers ,

able to see the big picture and make decisions that align with the organization’s goals. They

must be able to anticipate future needs and plan accordingly.Example:Mike Johnson is an IT

support manager at VWX Corporation. He is known for his strategic thinking and his

ability to anticipate future needs. Mike is always looking for ways to improve his team’s

performance and align their goals with the organization’s overall strategy.Finally, IT support

managers must be committed to continuous learning, as the technology industry is constantly

evolving. They must be willing to learn new skills and stay up-to-date with the latest trends and

developments in the industry.Example:Jessica Lee is an IT support manager at YZ

Corporation. She is known for her commitment to continuous learning and her willingness to

learn new skills. Jessica is always attending conferences and training sessions to stay up-to-

date with the latest trends and developments in the industry.ConclusionIn conclusion, IT

support managers play a critical role in ensuring that an organization’s technology

infrastructure is running smoothly. To be successful in this role, they must possess specific

traits that enable them to lead their team effectively. These traits include technical expertise,

communication skills, leadership skills, problem-solving skills, customer service skills, time

management skills, adaptability, attention to detail, strategic thinking, and a commitment to

continuous learning. By possessing these traits, IT support managers can ensure that their

team is productive, efficient, and providing exceptional customer service at all times. Ronald Soh

Ronald Soh is the founder and business owner of Win-Pro Consultancy, a leading IT

infrastructure, IT support, IT consulting, IT services and IT solutions company with almost 30

years of experience across Singapore and Malaysia. He is a startup entrepreneur, growth

hacker, and business executive coach with expertise in business process optimization,

advanced SEO, ChatGPT, Shopify, and digital transformation. He is also a supportive



business networker and a proud member of BNI and EGN. Ronald was featured in

Singapore's Channel News Asia (CNA) on Talking Point Working During a Pandemic?. His

company's resilience and growth during the pandemic has been awarded by the Spirit Of

Enterprise (SOE), and they have donated refurnished second-hand computers to an IT school in

Batam, Indonesia. In 2023, Win-Pro was also recognized as the Top 100 Fastest Growing

Companies in Singapore by The Straits Times and Statistica. Win-Pro was named Financial

Times Top 500 High Growth Asia Pacific Company in 2023. This year 2023, Win-Pro

Singapore and Win-Pro Malaysia will celebrate their 30th and 10th Year in IT business

respectively. 
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